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PHOTOGRAPHY
An introduction.
Although today, the photographic process finds many applications,
photography is still primarily a method of making pictures.
It is a means of making pictures with the aid of light, the word
‘Photography’ comes from the Greek words for ’writing’ and
‘light’.
When a photograph is taken with a camera, light is allowed to
pass through a lens to form an image on a light sensitive film.
The film records an impression of the image.
This impression, which is invisible, is called a latent image.
The use of these three components, light and film and camera, to
make that latent image and in a further process the final print of
the subject that is photographed is the subject of this training.
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1 LIGHT

The portion of the EM spectrum visible to humans is mainly
contained between the wave lengths of 380 and 760 nm. Within a
slightly wider range, but mainly between 380 and 760 nm we find
the vision of all other animals, the bending of plants towards light,
the oriented movements of animals towards or away from light
and most important all types of photosynthesis.

The Human eye is capable of seeing over 10 million colours
according to a reliable estimate. This rainbow of colours is visible
light represents only a very small portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. (EM)

In the upper atmosphere, the ozone layer absorbs radiation from
290 to 320 nm in the ozone layer. This is critical for life on earth
because radiation of wave length’s shorter than 300nm will
destroy proteins and DNA causing disastrous consequences for
cells.

On one end of the spectrum we find radiowaves, with
wavelengths that are billions times longer than visible light. On
the other end of the spectrum are the gamma rays. These have
wavelengths millions of times shorter than those of visible light.

1.1 Visible light
Visible light

The diagram show the Electromagnetic spectrum and the location
and size of the visible spectrum.

1.0 The Electromagnetic spectrum.
The limit of human vision -400 to 700 nm - already includes 46%
of the sun’s radiant energy.

Life on earth depends on a narrow band of energy in the EM.
This is a consequence of the way in which molecules react to
radiation. This planet runs on sunshine. The spectrum of sunlight
is narrowed at the earth’s surface by atmospheric absorption to
the range of 300 to 1100 nanometers (nm) that are effective in
photobiological processes.

Wavelength

This range of 300 to 1100 nm includes 83% of the energy
reaching the earth.
The sunlight reaching life in the sea is further narrowed by the
absorption of the light in the water. The infrared is removed
almost completely.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Light is characterised by its wave motion. In its interactions with
matter however, its absorption or emission, light also acts as
though it were composed of small packets of energy.

If it is dark and only silhouettes can be seen , the photo cannot
provide information about colour. For a camera ideally it would be
equipped with B&W for twilight and colour film for full daylight.

These small packets of energy are called Photons. Just like
matter consists of tiny particles known as atoms, light consists of
units called photons.

The range of light intensity, from starlight to noonday sunlight is a
1-billion fold change. Humans eyes can see at the lowest
intensities and are capable to adjust to glare at the highest
intensities. For this purpose human eyes are furnished with a
RETINA having precisely this dual purpose, through some very
specialised cells called RODS (night vision) and CONES (colour
vision)

By definition the energy of 1 photon is called a quantum.
The light reaching the human eye from a candle 14 miles away is
at the limit of visibility for a normal eye and consists of about 5 or
6 quanta of light.

In the human eye there are about 125 million rods and about 6.5
million cones. Rods, the receptors principally involved in night
vision can respond to the absorption of a single photon of visible
light, but it requires about 5 rods receiving light in order to
register a visual response.

1.2 Anatomy of the eye
The eye is a camera, that not only forms a picture but also
transmits it in code via the optic nerves to the brain.

Colour vision is mediated by three different cone pigments
responsible for sensing light in the blue, green and red portions of
the spectrum.
Cones are concentrated in a small area of the retina called the
FOVEA.

Light rays are bent by the CORNEA the transparent tissue
covering the IRIS, the muscle that expands or contracts to
regulate the amount of light transmitted through the round
aperture or PUPIL.

This tight concentration allows for high visual acuity.
The human Iris opens in a circle requiring between 10-30
seconds to adjust to changing amounts of light. This explains why
it takes some time to adjust from a brightly lit scene to a dark
scene and vice versa.

Acuity is the ability of the eye to distinguish between two closely
spaced objects.

The Human eye

1.3 Light sources

Taking a photo using colour film is useless if the lighting is poor.
The only thing that can be done is using a very sensitive black
and white film.

Photographs are taken with the help of light travelling from the
subject to the camera.
This light usually originates at a source outside the picture and is
reflected by the subject.
Light comes from both natural and artificial sources. Main natural
sources are the sun, the clear sky and clouds.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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1.4 Characteristics of light sources

The many sorts of artificial light can be classified in terms of the
method used to produce the light.

Spectral quality
Burning

Heating

Flame from oil,fat,
wax, wood, candles

Carbon or tungsten
filament

Electric spark
or arc.

Crater or flame of arc

Electrical
discharge

Gas or metallic
vapour phosphors

Candles, oil
lamps, matches
magnesium
ribbon, flash
powder.

The radiation from most light sources is a mix of light of various
wavelengths.
As a result the color of the light from a source , it’s spectral
quality, may vary widely, depending on the distribution of energy
at each wavelength in the spectrum.

Incandescent
electric lamps,e.g.
domestic lamps,
studio lamps,
tungsten halogen
lamps.

Most of the sources used for photographic purposes give what is
usually described as white light.
This is a loose term which does not give a very precise
description of the spectral quality of the light.

Carbon arcs,
spark gaps

Because of the phenomenon of color consistency of visual
perception, thesedifferences are not very important in every day
life, but they are very important in photography, especially when
using color materials.

Electronic flash,
fluorescent lighting,
metal halide lamps,
sodium and
mercury vapour
lamps.

With a suitable instrument you can measure the light energy
distribution through the spectrum, wavelength by wavelength.
This information is named the spectral energy distribution curve.
These graphs clearly show the differences between the various
light forms.
They are in most cases not visible for the human eye but will
show very clearly on color photo materials.
The most common used method of defining the quality of light is
by means of its color temperature.
This is defined in terms of a “full radiator” or black body radiator,
which is a light source emitting radiation whose spectral
distribution depends only on the temperature and not on the
material and the nature of the source.
Color temperatures are measured on the thermodynamic or
Kelvin scale.
The idea of color temperature can be appreciated by considering
the progressive heating of a piece of metal, which will start
glowing from a dull dark red to a white”hot” when the temperature
rises.
Clearly the quality of light emitted changes with the temperature
of the metal.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Constancy of output

In B& W photography the colortemperature or quality of the light
is of limited importance to the photographer.

In photographic work the constancy of light is essential to obtain
consistant images.

In color photography however it is vitally important.
Light output

Variation in the characteristics of the light that is used to make
the image will have a great influence on the outcome of the
picture.

The output or power of a source is one of the more important
characteristics.

Efficiency, ease of operation reliability and maintenance
Ideally a light source is compact, providing lots of light of a
constant nature, uses little energy and costs little money.
Electronic flash units are among the best compromises when
taking all the above factors into account.
Also the reliability of a light source is of major importance in the
day to day photography world.

For the visible region it can be characterised by three related
photometric units:
Luminous intensity --- unit = candela ... the amount of light
radiated by a piece of platinum of 1/600000 m2 at the point
of solidification.
Luminance ....unit =candela/m2.... Theluminous intensity per
square meter. In photography usually measured in terms of
optical densities of silver or dye deposits.
Luminous flux ... unit = Lumen.....A measure of the light
output of a source in a reflector or other housing or when
considering the amount of light passing through an optical
system.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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2 CAMERA BASICS

With the less expensive cameras the separate
positioning of the lenses introduces a problem called parallax
error. Parallax error occurs mostly in close-up photography when
the photographer does not receive an accurate indication of the
subjects position, relative to the lens, through the viewfinder and
often result in parts of the subject missing on the final
photograph. A good example of this occurring would be a portrait,
the viewfinder will indicate to the photographer that the subject is
correctly positioned, but the actual lens may not record the whole
subject due to its lower position relative to the viewfinder,
resulting in the subjects head missing in the final photograph.

2.0 Types of Cameras
Over the years there have been many camera designs produced,
for both recreational and professional work, but generally all
camera's fall into one of the following categories:
1.

Viewfinder or range finder camera's.

2.

SLR (Single Lens Reflex) camera's.

3.

Twin reflex camera's.

4.

Technical or View camera's.

•

There is a model available in every price bracket.

5.

Instant camera’s.

•

They are usually simple to use.

6.

Digital camera’s

•

They require less maintenance than more sophisticated
cameras.

•

They are light and easily portable. So they are excellent
units for catching quick, informal shots and have a strong
appeal for family and domestic use.

•

They provide excellent viewing at low light levels.

Advantages of the compact/rangefinder camera:

For the amateur photographer the view finder, range finder and
primarily the SLR camera are, the camera's of choice, the twin
lens and view camera have mostly specific uses for the
professional photographer.
The Viewfinder or Rangefinder Camera
The viewfinder or rangefinder camera classification covers a
whole range of camera's on the market, from simple disposable
cameras through tosophisticated compact cameras.

Disadvantages of the compact / rangefinder cameras:

The one feature that groups all these cameras together is that
they all have a separate viewfinder to the lens. Usually a simple
glass viewfinder to the above right or left of the main lens which
allows the photographer an approximation of what the lens is
"seeing".

•

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Parallax error due to the different positions of the users eye
and the camera lens. Although this problem is overcome in
more expensive models with a compensating viewfinder.
Little control over focus, aperture size and shutter speed
(except in the more expensive models).

•

They require plenty of light, so catching movement or
photographing subjects indoors is difficult. Some units
come with small flash units which partially overcome these
problems.

•

Most are unable to take close-ups, 1 to 1.5m being the
closest most compacts are able to deal with.

Photography-Imaging fundamentals

The SLR Camera

SLR main advantages:

The SLR camera is by far the most popular camera for
professionals and serious amateurs covering both 35mm and 120
format.

•

No parallax error.

•

Quick and easy to focus.

•

Viewfinder system works well with all focal length lenses.

•

Whatever the lens sees the viewer sees.

•

Depth of field can be visibly seen all over the image area.

•

Allows a larger variety of lenses relative to the viewfinder.

SLR main disadvantages:

The letters SLR stand for single lens reflex, which means that the
viewfinder and image capturing lens are one in the same. Having
been the most popular camera design since the mid 60's the SLR
has had a great deal of research and development placed upon
it, resulting in very sophisticated models now being available to
the consumer.

Heavier and less compact.

•

More complex with more moving parts (more things to go
wrong).

•

Much louder due to the moving mirror, this isa drawback
when unobtrusive photography is required.

•

Focusing is not as good under low light conditions,
particularly with slower lenses.

Twin reflex Camera’s

The SLR solves many of the problems associated with the
compact camera. Parallax error is corrected with a built in mirror
and prism that allows you to view a subject through the same
lens that takes the picture.

This type of camera has enjoyed great popularity for many years
since the introduction of the earliest version in
the form of the first Rolleiflex.

Although this addition makes the camera heavier and more
complex, as well as more expensive, it increases the camera's
potential. In close up photography for example, you are able too
see exactly what you are photographing without any concern as
to whether part of the image will be missing in the final
photograph.

Such a camera really consists of two cameras
mounted one on top of the other, the upper for
viewing and focussing and the lower for
exposing the film. The viewing lens is always
used at full aperture. This type of camera has
been designed for many formats and film
sizes. Most common sizes are 60*60 mm and
40*40 mm given by 12 exposures on 120 and
127 film respectively. But the 40*40 is obsolete
and the use of 120 or 220 film is predominant.

SLR camera's also allow you to attach a large range of lenses to
the camera body which gives almost unlimited picture taking
potential, from ultra wide angle shots to extreme telephoto
pictures which will capture action from great distances. Depth of
field can also be easily calculated with depth of field preview
buttons and markings engraved on most lenses.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Technical or View Camera’s

Digital Camera’s

A view camera is fundamentally a light-tight box with a slot at one
end for a lens and a slot at the other for the film. You compose
and focus your image on a groundglass, then displace the glass
with a sheet of film four by five inches (or 8*10”) in size. That's
right, the negative from a view camera is about the same size as
a proof print that you get back from a 1-Hour lab.

The Development of "Digital Photography" is going fast.
What's the secret behind this technology?
Digital cameras are creating images by using a CCD (ChargeCoupled Device) chip which houses thousands of "sensors"
sensitive for red, green and blue light.
Via interpolation, the built in or external computer is able to
recalculate the original colour of every pixel. Large problem to
overcome for camera designers is the resolution of the CCD.
More "sensors" mean higher resolution, but it's technical difficult
to create CCD chips with larger surfaces (larger "negative"
format) with more "sensors". The last few years have brought a
breakthrough and resolution is becoming acceptable for
professional use.

Instant Camera’s
Many camera’s are available to take the ranges of selfdeveloping films manufactured by Polaroid Corporation. These
camera’s range from simple plastic to sophisticated, complex
models with electronic shutters and full automation of functions,
including ejection of the exposed picture. Conventional types of
film can not be used in these camera’s although adapter backs
are avaible to permit the use of self-developing film in
conventional camera’s.

2.1 Lenses
One of the main advantages of the single lens reflex camera is
it's ability to accept a wide range of lenses. This gives the
photographer a large degree of flexibility in how he presents an
image. Lenses are described primarily by their focal length.
Simply put the focal length is the
distance between the rear of lens and the film when focused at
infinity.
Although in many newer lenses this may not be the case due to
advanced design. Focal length is measured in millimetres, and
the standard (or normal) lens on most SLR's is 50mm. This lens
is supplied with the camera because it represents the elements in
a scene in the same size relationships that appear to the unaided
eye and gives a reasonably broad angle of view.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Types of lenses are: Telephoto, Wide Angle, Zoom and Macro.
Telephoto Lenses
Telephoto lenses, which have a focal length longer than that of a
normal lens, enlarge a subject in the same way that a telescope
does.

Also wide angle lenses alter the perspective of a scene.
Elements appear more distant from one another than your eyes
perceive them to be. This change in perspective can cause
distortion if your subject is too close to the lens or at an angle to
it. An object or a person may appear longer, taller or wider than in
reality, and this attenuation of space may cause protruding
elements, such as a persons nose to loom. Parallel vertical lines,
in particular, will converge if the lens is pointed up, diverge if the
lens is pointed down.

As the focal length increases the degree of magnification
increases and a number of other interesting things happen that
effect your image. The lenses angle of view becomes narrower,
and provided that the subject to distance remains constant, the
depth of field becomes shallower.

A moderate wide angle lens, one with a focal length of 28 or
35mm, is the most useful.
Zoom Lenses

These effects can become useful depending on the kind of image
you desire. The narrow angle of view allows you to isolate a
detail or illuminate a cluttered foreground.

Rather than being limited to just one focal length, a zoom lens
has movable optical elements that make possible a whole range
of focal lengths.

Although it makes more careful focusing necessary, the shallow
depth of field is great for blurring distracting foreground and
backgrounds and the perspective change can make distant
elements in the landscape appear closer together or let you get a
tight close-up of a face without distortion.

The control used to adjust the focal length of the lens varies. On
some lenses, it's a separate ring that you turn to enlarge or
reduce the image of your subject.

By far the most useful of the long lenses is a medium telephoto,
between 75 and 135mm.
Wide Angle Lenses
When you want to show more of a scene than would be possible
with your normal lens, you should use a wide angle lens.
With it's shorter focal length and broader angle of view, the wide
angle lens achieves the opposite effect of the telephoto. Instead
of enlarging and isolating part of a scene, the wide angle lens
reduces it's apparent scene and takes in more of it's subject
distance constant, surroundings from the same vantage point. A
wide angle lens also has a much better depth of field at a given
aperture with camera to than does a longer focal length lens,
making it a good choice when you want maximum depth of field.
Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
Education & Development
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2.2 The Camera

that you can focus once, then slide the ring without turning it, and
the lens remains focused.

A few basic components and settings are common to most
cameras. While you don't need to know all the technical terms,
you do need to identify the important parts of your camera and
understand how they work.

Zoom lenses are available in a variety of focal length ranges.
The telephoto range offers focal lengths from 70 to 80mm to 200
or more, although some makers now offer lenses in the 150 to
600mm range. Another group ranges around the normal 50mm
focal length, many having moderately wide angle to medium
telephoto capacity such as the 28 to 80mm lens. Some wide
angle zoom range as short as 24mm, although their upper end is
more limited.
Macro Lenses
Most lenses will not allow you to take a tight close up
photograph, such as
a small flower, due to the lenses optics.

The Camera shown is a fairly common 35mm type. Your camera
may have additional features (or fewer).
The directions that come with your camera should enable you to:

To over come this problem macro lenses were designed,
although more expensive than conventional lenses, they offer a
new world of close up opportunities to the photographer.
Strictly speaking, this lens should be called a close focusing lens,
since the term macro implies making an image life size or larger
on film. When used by themselves at their closest focusing
distance, these lenses can produce a film image that is about half
the size of the subject. For most close up subjects this range is
more than adequate. The main problems associated with macro
lenses is their extreme lack of depth of field and their need for a
long exposure time.

•

load film,

•

advance film,

•

click the shutter release, and

•

rewind the film.

They should also describe how to focus for a sharp image (unless
your camera is “autofocus").
When you take a picture, you "expose" the film to light. The two
parts which work together to control your exposure are the
aperture control and the shutter speed dial.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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2.3 Aperture

2.4 Shutter speed

The aperture is the opening which lets light in to expose the film.
The aperture control makes this opening larger or smaller,
admitting more or less light. The numbers on the aperture control
are called F-stops and referred to as F16, F11, F8, and so on.
The aperture control may look something like this:

Shutter speed is measured in fractions of a second. 125 means
1/125 of a second, 60 means 1/60.
Typical shutter speeds range from 1 second to 1/1000. A shutter
speed setting for a bright, sunny day - using an aperture of F11 might be 1/125 second.
A cloudy day might use 1/60 second with the same aperture,
exposing the film to light for a longer period of time.
The settings for a good exposure are determined by a light meter.
(Most 35mm cameras have a built-in light meter that shows you
the appropriate settings, or automatically controls them.)

Here's how it works:

•

The larger the F-stop number, the smaller the opening.

•

Each number higher transmits half as much ligh as one
number lower.

Aperture and shutter settings work together. Because the shutter
(like the aperture) approximately halves or doubles the light
reaching the film with each change in setting, a number of
different combinations of settings can result in the same
exposure.

For example, F5.6 transmits twice as much light as F8, while F11
lets in only half as much.

Aperture
Shutter

F22
1/30

F16
1/60

F11
1/125

F8
1/250

F5.6
1/500

Any of the combinations shown above would result in
approximately the same exposure.
If all the settings result in the same exposure, why would you
want to use F5.6 at 1/125 instead of F11 at 1/30? Two good
reasons: By selecting the right combination for the situation you
can control depth of field and motion blur.

The aperture doesn't work alone, however. The shutter speed is
responsible for exposure, too. It controls the amount of time light
is allowed to reach the film.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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2.5 The Depth of Field
Defenition: -

the area or 'zone' of a photograph, from front
to back, which is in focus.

Greater depth of field
More sharp detail is visible.

Three factors can affect the depth of field:

Little depth of field

•

focal length of the lens

•

distance from the camera to the subject

•

the size of the aperture or the setting of the f-stop

Focal length of the lens
The depth of field is inversely proportional to the focal length of
the lens; that is, the smaller the focal length number of the lens,
the greater
the depth of field. For example, a 28mm lens has the ability to
capture more of the picture in sharp focus than a 100mm lens.
Distance from the camera to the subject
Depth of field is directly proportional to distance; i.e. a subject at
a greater distance will have greater depth of field than a close-up
subject. Therefore, you need not worry as much about a distant
subject being out of focus.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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The size of the aperture or (f-stop

While most photographers take the above factors into account
and make adjustments based on experience, or bracket their
exposures, it is possible to calculate depth of field using
mathematical formulas. If you would like to explore this topic
further, check out next paragraph - Depth of field calculation.

While changing the aperture (f-stop) will not have a striking effect
on the depth of field for a distant subject or a wide angle (short
focal length) lens, it can make a great deal of difference in a
close-up or a photo taken using a telephoto or zoom lens.

Depth of field calculation
A wider aperture (smaller f-stop number) will result in a shallower
depth of field. You can use this to keep either the foreground or
background out of focus while maintaining the subject in focus.
When changing the aperture setting, you will need to also adjust
the shutter to maintain the correct exposure.

In our calculation a typical SLR camera is represented by an
optical system containing two elements, a lens and an image
screen. The lens creates image of an object in the plane of the
image screen (see figure below).

An example is shown below.

The lens has a focal length f (which corresponds to the focal
length of your real camera lens), the diameter a (which equals to
the focal length f divided by the f-stop number A). The image
screen is located at the distance d from the lens and the object is
at the distance s from the lens, on the other side from the image
screen.

Aperture = F5.6
Shutter = 1/1000
Little/Shallow depth of field

Suppose the object image is in focus, then the distance between
the lens and the image plane depends on the focal length and the
distance to the subject. This dependence is known as the thinlens equation.
1 1
1
--- + --- = --s d
f
If the object is extended in the direction parallel to the optical axis
of the system, parts of the object can be out of focus. If some
point of the object is closer or farther away from the lens then the
ideal distance s, the lens will image this point as a circle (see the
diagram).
Let us call the largest circle that we can tolerate, the circle of
confusion, c. If an image of a point is a circle that is larger than
the circle of confusion, we will see the image as being out of
focus and blurry. If the image of the point is smaller than the
circle of confusion, we see the image as being in focus and
sharp.

Aperture = F22
Shutter = 1/60
Greater/More depth of field

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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For our numerical calculations we will use
c = 0.033 mm, based on a typical eyesight. Any point in front of
the object which is located closer to the object than Df will
produce an image smaller than c.
This is also true for any point behind the object which are closer
to the object than Dr. Df and Dr are the front and the rear limits of
the "depth of field".
With help of some geometry we can write the lens equation for Df
and Dr, namely
1
1
1
-------- + ------------------- = --s - Df d ( 1 + c/(a-c) )
f
and
1
1
1
-------- + ------------------- = --s + Dr d ( 1 - c/(a+c) )
f
By substituting eq. 1 for d in eqs. (2) and (3) we obtain
s c (s - f)
Df = --------------f a + c (s - f)
and
s c (s - f)
Dr = --------------f a - c (s - f)
Using definition of the f-stop number A, a = f/A we obtain the final
form of the depth of field formulae
c A s (s - f)
Df = -----------------2
f + c A (s - f)
and
c A s (s - f)
Dr = -----------------2

f - c A (s - f)
Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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2.6 Motion blur
Defenition: -

the term used to describe the blurred effect
in a photograph caused by movement of
either the subject or the camera.

When adjusting to a slower shutter speed, you will also be
allowing more light to reach the film for a longer period of time.
In order to avoid overexposure, you will need to use a smaller
aperture (larger f-stop number).

Usually, you would want to avoid this effect by using shutter
speeds of 1/125 or faster. Certain subjects, however, are most
effectively photographed by deliberately capturing the blur.
Sports photographers frequently make use of blur to emphasize
the speed or direction of movement.
There are two popular methods for doing this:

•

Subject blur - hold the camera steady while the subject
moves.

•

Background blur - move (pan or tilt) the camera with the
subject.

People in action generally require a slower than average shutter
speed (1/50th of a second or longer).
High speed subjects such as a race car or a roadrunner moving
across the camera view, may blur at 1/500.
If possible, you will want to bracket your shots, because the
subject may move faster or slower than you anticipate.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Measurements are made at intervals across the spectrum, with
the use of monochromatic exposures.

3 FILM CHARACTERISTICS
3.0 Spectral sensitivity

Simply stated, the curve indicates the relative sensitivity of the
film to light of differnet colors (wavelengths). The higher the line,
the greater the senstivity of the film to that particular color.

Unmodified grains of silver halide are sensitive only to energy
from the ultraviolet and blue regions of the spectrum. In order to
extend the range of sensitivity in to the remaining area of the
visible spectrum (green and red) so as to make the film
panchromatic, special sensitizing dyes are added to the
emulsion. While the use of sensitizers allows for the creation of
panchromatic films, the pattorn of relative sensitivity across the
spectrum in these films does not parallel the sensitivity of the
human eye. Even if there were an equal output of all colors from
a light source, a photographic emulsion would generally record
much more of some colors than of others. Depending on the
types and combination of sensitizers employed, these relative
sensitivities can differ from film type to film type. The spectral
sensitivity curves for each film type show the photographer how
each film responds to, and thus records, the different portions of
the spectrum.

The monochromatic exposure required to produce densities other
than 0.5 can be estimated from the spectral sensitivity and
characteristic curves.

The horizontal axis of the graph represents the visible portion of
the spectrum, which extends from about 400 to 700 nanometers
(a nano-meter, nm, is equivalent to one billionth of a meter or 10
angstrom units). Below 400 nm lies the ultraviolet region and
above 700 nm, the infrared region.
To calculate the results of a polychromatic exposure, one must
perform the following steps:

The visible colors of the spectrum are identified as ranges of
wavelengths, aproximately as follows: blue from 400 to 500 nm,
green from 500 to 600, and red from 600 to 700 nm. The
vertical axis of the graph represents the reciprocal of the
exposure (in ergs/cm2) required to produce a print reflection
density of 0.5 (107 ergs equal one watt second).

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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1.

Read off the appropriate points on the log (spectral
sensitivity) plot at equally spaced points (every 10
nanometers).

2.

Take the antilog of the log sensitivity to obtain the lineair
sensitivity in units of ergs/cm2.

3.

Determine the incident energy in ergs/cm2 in each 10 nm
wavelength band. Multiply the sensitivity by the incident
energy at each wavelength point. This gives the exposure in
units of sec-1 occuring in each 10 nm band.

4.

Add together all the narrow band exposures obtained in
step 3. The resulting number has units of sec-1 and gives the
number of exposures to 0.5D which can be made in one
second. The reciprocal of this number is thus the required
exposure time in seconds.

Photography-Imaging fundamentals

3.1 Resolution

standards, but, continuing the original ASA terminology, these
speeds are always called ASA speeds.
ANSI standards for speed depend on an analysis of the H&D
curve, subject to a known absolute value of exposure from the
sensitometer, followed by well- controlled wet process
development. ANSI standards have not yet been developed for
instant films.

The ability of photographic film to record fine detail is generally
expressed in terms of resolution. Polaroid determines the
resolution of its Black and White films according to ANSI
Standard PH233-1969 (Method for Determining the Resolving
Power of Photographic Materials). In this procedure, a film
sample is exposed to a standard high contrast resolution target.
The target consists of groups of three black parallel bars on a
clear background.

There is, however, an ANSI standard for exposure meters that
implies an ASA speed for any film used with an ANSI calibrated
exposure meter. Polaroid films are assigned equivalent ASA
speed values, so that a meter set at the recommended speed will
give a correct exposure.
ASA speeds progress in such in such a way doubling of the ASA
number represents a doubling of sensitivity to light, or a
difference of one stop in speed (see table). A 400 ASA film is
three stops faster than a 50 ASA film.
The DIN (Deutsche Industrie Normen) film speed system is used
inEurope. Changes of three units indicate a two-fold (one stop)
change in sensitivity. The data sheets include DIN speeds for all
of the Polaroid film types, based on a simple on a simple
conversion from ASA to DIN units (see table).

The spaces between the bars are the same sizes as the bars
themselves. These groups diminish in size to a resolution of 323
lines pairs per millimeter. Exposures are made with a Xenon light
source sensitometer. After exposure, film units are processed and
the images are examined under a microscope.
The assesment of a resolution value in lines per millimeter
(lines/mm) or line pairs per millimeter (line pairs/mm) is achieved
determining the smallest group of bars in which one can still
detect the original pattern of separate lines.
Conditions causing variations in speed

3.2 Film speed

Most film manufactures recommend ASA speeds under specific
conditions. Polaroid recommend:

The speed of photographic film is a measure of its sensitivity to a
specific exposure to light. For practical photographic purposes,
the speed of film is generally represented by a film speed
number. The accurate determination of film speeds is a major
concern of the photographid industry. Today, a consortium of
photographic companies supports the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), formerly the Amarican Standard
Association (ASA).
Photographic speeds that are published by manufactures of
photographic films conform the guidelines of the current ANSI
Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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•

exposure to light with color temperature of 55000 K

•

no filtration

•

exposure duration of 1/125 sec.

•

recommended processing time and temperature.

Photography-Imaging fundamentals

Variation of speed with filters:

Temperature 350 C
normal processing time

Each data sheet provides filter factors and aperture adjustment
data for six common used Wratten filters. See also filters under
exposure.
Variation of speed with exposure time:
Each data sheet provides a table and a graph indicating the
exposure adjustment necessary when using very long and very
short exposures. See also reciprocity effects under exposure.

3.3 The characteristic curve
Variations from these conditions will change the response of the
film and its effective film speed. A knowledge of the variables
which affect the film speed, and therefore exposure, will help the
photographer achieve wel exposed images with minimal wastage.

When a photographic film is exposed and processed under
controlled conditions, and its densities are read and plotted in a
specified way, the resulting data can aid the photographer in
understanding how the film records. This procedure is known as
sensitometry and the data generated are called sensitometric
data. Sensitometry provides information about many
characteristics of a photographic film, including its density
response to exposure, its contrast, and its useful exposure range.

Variation of speed with changes in processing time and
temperature:
Each data sheet contains a chart devoted to the recommended
adjustment in processing time for variations in processing
temperature.

The characteristic curve of a film is a graph of the image
densities of the processed film, plotted against the logarithms
(see box) of the exposures given to the film.

Temperature 20 C
increased processing
time

What is a logarithm?
As used in photography, a logarithm (or log), is the
exponent to which 10 is raised to equal a given number.
For example:
log10 = 1
because 101 = 10
log100 = 2
because 102 = 100
log1000 = 3
because 103 = 1000
----------------------log2 = 0.3
because 100.3 = 2
log4 = 0.6
because 100.6 = 4
log8 = 0.9
because 100.9 = 8
log16 = 1.2
because 101.2 = 16
Logs are a convenient and condensed way to express a
geometric progression. In the example above, the log
values of 10, 100, 1000 are respectively 1, 2 and 3, and
the logs of 2, 4, 8 and 16 are 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2.
Since logs are difficult to calculate, they are normally
obtained from published log tables, or directly from
electronic calculators or computers.

Variations of speed with color temperature of exposing light:
Each data sheet contains a chart which shows the exposure
adjustment necessary to maintain speed performance when the
color temperature of exposing light varies from the standard
55000 Kelvin. See also speed/color temperature variation under
exposure.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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The graph presents data from the onset of photographic response
(at low exposure levels) through the middle or lineair region of
response, to the cut-off of visible response of the film (at high
exposure levels). The coordinates are density as the Y or vertical
coordinate, and the log exposure (log E) as the X or horizontal
coordinate. They were chosen by two scientist/photographers,
Fernando Hurter and Charles Driffield, after exensive research in
the 1880’s.

in the characteristic curve. Use of any other coordinates
than D and log E would response in curves with no
linear region, and much of the simplicity of the
characteristic curve analysis would be lost.

How the coordinates D is derived

In their honor the curve is often called the H&D curve. (The
coordinates are described in detail in the box, opposite and next
page).

Density (D)
Density is a logarithmic measure of the drkness of silver on a
positive or negative. A high density number means a dark
area, and a low number means a light area. It is a way of
describing how much light will pass through a tranparency or
negative, or will be reflected from a positive print.
The density coordinate is defined as:
• D=log1/T, where T= transmittance (for use with
transparencies and negatives).
• D=log1/R, where R=reflectance (for use with
positive prints).
• Transmittance= fraction of light transmttedby a t
ranparency or negative.
• Reflectance= fraction of light reflect by a print.

An example of a H&D curve:

The relationship between percent of reflectance and density
in a positive print can been seen in following examples:
Reflectance
100% or 0.1
50% or 0.5
25% or 0.25
12.5% or 0.125

The horizontal axis represents log exposure (log E). The vertical
axis represents density (D=log1/R); opacity (1/R) and reflectance
(R) values are also given. Each 0.3 increment in
logE represents a doubling of exposure; each increment in
density represents a halving of reflectance.

Logs convert geometric progressions in to arithmetic ones.
The traditional progression of photographic exposure (as
expressed in stops) is is geometric, by a factor of two. That
is, movement from one f/stop or one shutter speed to the
next doubles or halves exposure. By the use of logs, a very
large exposure range is conveniently condensed.

•

Because both D and log E coordinates are logarithmic, the
theoretically ideal response of a film is a straight line on the
characteristic curve. ( A film’s response is theoretically ideal
when every increment in log exposure results in a
proportional increment in density). Thus ideal, or linear,
response and departures from linearity are apparent visually

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Density
0
0.3
0.6
0.9

Thus, in the density scale, each 0.3 increment represents a
halving of the reflection of a positive print (or a halving of the
tranmittance of a negative).

Both the density and log exposure scales are logarithmic for the
following reasons:

•

1/R
1
2
4
8
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Historically, most sensitometric exposures have been made with
tungsten light sources, which have color temperatures of 280032000 K at normal voltages, and must be strongly filtered to
achieve higher color temperatures, such as 55000K, which
approximates the color temperature of average daylight, blue
flash bulbs and electronic flash. For its sensitometric exposure
Polaroid uses a Xenon electronic flash tube, which requires only
moderate filtration to bring it to a spectral output of 55000K. And,
whereas tungsten light sources require a mechanical shutter to
control the duration of the exposure, the Polaroid Xenon flash
system is self-timed at a constant 1/125 sec., independent of
mechanical shutter operation and typical of frequently used
outdoer shutter speeds.

How the coordinates log E is derived
Exposure (log E)
The log E coordinate of a characteristic curve is based
on the definition of exposure (E) as a the product of
light intensity (I) and the exposure time (t):
E= I * t
Log E then follows directly from E. (in making
sensitometric exposures, E is controlled by varying
light intensity with a variable density tablet and not by
varying time.
Increase or decrease of exposure by a factor of two
(called stops) double or halve the amount of light. A set
of one stop exposure changes will give an exposure
series of 1*, 2*, 4*, 8*, 16*. The corresponding log E
values would be 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2. Thus, in a log E
scale, each 0.3 increment represents a doubling of
exposure.

Neutral filters of different densities are placed between the light
source and the film to adjust the exposure range for different film
speeds.
The graded exposures of the test film are produced by one single
exposure through an exposure tablet, which is a series of graded
transmissions or densities placed in the exposure lamp and the
test film. This single graded exposure method eliminates any
variations in film response that might result from exposure time
variations (reciprocity effect).

3.4 Procedures in sensitometry

Polaroid uses a continuous wedge exposure tablet, which varies
along its length from density 0.0 to 3.0. Curves are plotted, and
measurement at 51 sample points at density intervals of 0.06 are
stored by a computer for use in measuring the density of a film
sample (see below).

To determine the characteristic curve for a film type, and then to
analyze it for data, a series of careful procedures is required:

•

sensitometric exposure

•

sensitometric processing

•

measurement of density

•

plotting the H&D curve

•

analysis of the H&D curve.

Sensitometric exposure
A photograph of an exposure step tablet used in Polaroid
black and white film sensitometry showing both continuous
and step wedges. The first, second, and and fourth long
strips are continuous wedges.

The film is simultaneously given several graded exposures that
will later be tabulated and plotted as log E values. This is done by
placing the unexposed film sample on an exposure sensitometer
and subjecting it to a sensitometric exposure. The sensitometer
must have a light source of constant intensity and of known
spectral output, or color temperature.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Historically, exposure tablets were comprised of several discrete
density steps. The values of a typical “step tablet” are presented
(see table) to illustrate the principle.
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Measurement of density

This one has 11 steps, each differing from the neighbor by twofold in transmission (one stop) or by 0.3 in density.

For transparencies and negatives, photographic density is
defined as log(1/T), where T=transmittance. For reflection prints,
density is defined as log(1/R), where R=reflectance.

It is clear from the table that the exposure exposure of a film
sample through an eleven step tablet will produce eleven
exposure levels on the film, going in the log E scale from 0 to 0.3,
and in relative exposure from 1 to 1000.

The measurement of density depends on the type of instrument
used to measure the transmittance or reflectance of the sample.
These instruments convert the T or R
measurement directly to density electronically, and are called
transmission or reflection densitometers.

Transmission, density and log E values of an eleven step
exposure tablet. This tablet helps to explain two important
properties of the Hurter & Driffield coordinates of D and log E.
First, the density increments of the step tablet generate exactly
equal log E increments. Therefore, the relative log E coordinate is
created by the densities of the step tablet. Second, the
theoretically “ideal” characteristic curve will be a straight line,
because the density coordinate D is the image of the step tablet
whose density themselves are proportional to the log E values.
This ideal H&D relationship is actually seen only in the
straightline portion of the real characteristic curves (see also
analysis of the H&D curve).

Plotting the H&D curve
At Polaroid, the continuous plot of the H&D curve is made
automatically as the image densities of the film sample are read
by the densitometer, based on the densities of the original tablet
that are held in memory. (As explained above, the densities of
the tablet determine relative exposure, expressed as
log E).

Eleven step tablet

Automatic densitometers and computers are used to obtain, store
and print out sensitometric data for several variables. Using these
methods, it is not necessary to actually draw a characteristic
curve, since the sensitometric is available from the 51 data
points.

Relative
Step transmittance (T) of tablet, Density of tablet log E
and exposure (E) to film
Dt=log1/T relative units
1
1.0
0.0
3.0
2
.50
0.3
2.7
3
.25
0.6
2.4
4
.125
0.9
2.1
5
.0625
1.2
1.8
6
.03125
1.5
1.5
7
.015625
1.8
1.2
8
.0078
2.1
.9
9
.0039
2.4
.6
10
.00195
2.7
.3
11
.001
3.0
0.0

Sensitometric processing
The exposed film must be processed under controlled conditions.
At Polaroid sensitometric processing is performed under precisely
controlled temperature and time conditions over a range of
temperatures and times: from this information is derived the
normal characteristic curve, which represents the film’s
performance under average operating conditions.

Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Shown are a positive and a negative image with correspondig
H&D curves, indicating the important areas of the curve. These
areas are described in the following paragraphs.
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Maximum density value (Dmax)

The resulting slope of the straight line portion of the curve is
greater than 1.

The highest density value which a film can exhibit is called its
maximum density, or Dmax. In positive film this corresponds to
the deep shadow areas of the subject (very low log E values), in
wich there is not enough light reflected by the subject to effect a
response in the film.

In a negative the image density increases at a slower rate than
log E values increase. The resulting slope of the straight line
portion is less than 1.

The resulting image area is black (we use black to describe the
visual effect of maximum density, technical speaking black is a
tone). In a negative, the Dmax value corresponds to the highest
log E exposure values, which record the brightest highlights of a
scene.
Shoulder region of the course
The slope of an H&D curve indicates the contrast of a film: the
higher the slope, the higher the contrast.

Those shadow areas of a scene which are not as dark as the
Dmax areas reflect very little light and thus cause low exposure
of the film.

For its positive print films, Polaroid assigns contrast descriptions
to ranges of slope values as follows:

In a positive film the photographic densities that record these
dark areas appear on the shoulder of the H&D curve, thus named
because it looks like a shoulder as it falls away from Dmax and
straightens in to the lineair region of the curve.
In a negative, the shoulder region of the curve records those
areas of a scene which are light, but which can be distinguished
from minimum density.

•

Low contrast: slopes less than 1.0

•

Medium contrast: slopes from 1.1 to 1.7

•

High contrast: slopes greater than 2.5

Linear region
Differences in subject brightness are mostly accurately
reproduced for the pictorially important middle tones of a scene.
For a positive print, this means that the density decreases at a
rate proportional to increase in log exposure.
For a negative that density increases at a rate proportional to
increases in log exposure.
For this reason, this area of the curve is linear, and is known as
thestraight line region of the curve.
If every difference in scene brightness were matched by an equal
difference in density, then the resulting straight line portion of the
curve would be at a 450 angle to the x-axis. It would then be
described as having a slope of 1. In reality, however, this is not
usually the case. In instant print films as well in wet process
prints, image density increases faster than log E values
decrease.
Opleiding & Ontwikkeling
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Minimum density

How slope is determined
Polaroid determines slopes for both instants prints and
instant negatives by the ¼-¾ increment method, as follows:

•
•

•
•

The lowest density value which a film exhibits is called its
minimum density or Dmin.
In a positive film this corresponds to the brightest highlights of a
scene.

Determine the density range of the film as (Dmax Dmin).
Find two intermediate densities; the ¼ and ¾ density
points determined as ¼ and ¾ of the density range.
The difference between the ¼ and ¾ density points is
called the density increment.
Find two log E values that correspond to the ¼ and ¾
density points. The difference between these two log E
values is called the log E increment.
Determine the positive ratio of the density and log E
increments:
¼, ¾ Slope= density increment/ log E increment

In general, the chemical complexities of the photographic process
do not allow Dmin to be zero. There is allways some small
density value for dMin that is associated with the chemical stain
and with photographic fog.
In instant prints, the whiteness is related to the white of the
unprocessed print. Therefor, the Dmin is determined relative to
the white of the unprocessed print. Polaroid Dmin values are
extremely low; only 0.01 relative to unprocessed base.
In a negative, the Dmin value corresponds to the area of
minimum exposure, which records the darkest shadows of a
scene. Because the negative is used for printing rather than for
direct viewing, Dmin values for negatives may be higher than for
positive film.

Historically, the term gamma (γ) has been used to indicate the
slope of the straight line portion of an H&D curve. Instead of
gamma, Polaroid measures a very accurate ¼-¾ incremental
slope (see box below) and uses the qualitative term contrast to
describe the slope.
Toe region of the curve
Those areas of a scene which are bright are frequently called the
highlights. They reflect a lot of light and thus cause high exposure
of the film.
In instant positive prints the photographic densities that record all
but the brightest highlights appear in the toe region. Here the
curve departs from its linearity.
In a negative, the toe region of the curve records the dark areas,
or shadows, of a scene, which correspond to low exposure
values.
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Although a reflected light meter can take an accurate reading of
the quantity of light available, under certain circumstances this is
not sufficient to provide accurate exposure information. For
example:

4 EXPOSURE
4.0 Exposing films
Negative films go through an additional print exposure step in the
darkroom that provides the opportunities for correcting errors
committed in making the camera exposure. Positive films
(Polaroid) must be exposed correctly in the camera to produce a
successful image. When using Polaroid print films the familiar
rule of thumb “expose for the shadows and develop the
highlights” does not hold true. Exposure should be base on on
the important highlight areas, in wich textural detail is desired.
The darker areas of the scene can be slightly manipulated
through other means, but correct rendition of the highlight areas
is controlled by exposure.
Important: When using a positive/negative film type, the
photographer may employ different exposure strategies
depending on whether he is more interested in the print or the
negative as a finished photographic product. Generally, a wellexposed positive print will indicate a negative of acceptable
density, where if its necessary to preserve essential shadow
detail in the negative, positive/negative film should be exposed
so that the positive appears somewhat overexposed. When the
processing temperature is below 700F (210C), it will become
necessary to overexpose the positve in order to get an
acceptable negative, because the speed of the negative is more
affected by low temperature, than the speed of the positive. See
also the effect of temperature on processing under processing
techniques.

When the scene is not of average reflectance:
When the scene has large bright or dark areas, the reflected light
meter’s assumption of average reflectance and the calculated
exposure settings may be inaccurate.
In this situation, spot metering can provide accurate exposure
information for specific areas in the scene: taking a reflected
reading from a gray card, or using an incident light meter, will
give a more accurate exposure calculation for the overall scene.

4.1 Use of an exposure meter
Exposure meters are designed to produce the information for
correct exposure settings by taking into account the following
information:

•

the quantity of light available,

•

the ASA (DIN) of the film (the photographer sets his meter to
the appropriate number),

•

the assumption that the scene being photographed is of
average reflectance (18% reflectance).
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When the duration of the exposure is unusually short or long:

In the example below you see a scene not of average
reflectance, since the subject is mostly white and there is a large
expanse of bright sky.The first exposure was made by taking a
meter reading of the scene. The second corrected exposure was
made by taking a meter reading of a gray card.

This causes reciprocity failure. Which evidenced by a reduction
reduction in effective film speed. See the data sheets for
exposure adjustment information based on duration of exposure.
When light entering the camera is modified at the lens by
filtration:
See the data sheets for exposure adjustment information for six
commonly used Wratten filters.

4.2 Tips on exposure determination
By taking one reading of the entire scene, then reading important
parts of the scene, a photographer has a better idea of where to
place his exposure. For the ultimate in metering control, the spot
meter is capable of reading small a very small part of the scene
without being influenced by neighboring areas.
In addition, a photographer can benefit by becoming wellacquainted with the characteristics of his equipment, as there are
inevitable variations in exposure meters and shutters. Last but
not least, Polaroid film are a well-known and invaluable tool in
determining exposure because of the instant feedback they
provide. Proper use of an exposure meter, combined with a test
shot, will get the photographer very close to an optimum
exposure, with a minimum of effort.

When the color temperature of the light being measured varies
significantly from 55000K:
For example, when a film exposed to tungsten light, the effective
speed of the film is decreased. See the data sheets for exposure
adjustment information based on the color temperature of the
exposing light.
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4.3 Advanced exposure techniques

The steepness (or slope) of the middle portion of the curve
indicates the contrast of a film.

In addition to using an exposure meter, the photographer can
improve his exposure technique by understanding how the film
responds to light, as represented by the characteristic curve.

The steeper the curve (the higher the slope), the higher the
contrast. The contrast of Polaroid black and white Land print films
is defined as:

A characteristic curve (also called an H&D curve) is a graph of
image densities plotted against the logarithm* of the exposure.
Thus, on the horizontal scale each 0.3 increment represents a
doubling of exposure. The entire log exposure scale from - 3 to 0
represents a brightness ratio of 1:1,000, or an exposure range of
10 stops. The density scale, which runs vertically, is also
logarithmic, and is based on the percentage of light transmitted or
reflected. Each 0.3 increment represents a halving of
transmittance or reflectance. The entire density scale from 0 to 3
represents transmittance or reflectance from 100% to 0.1%.*

Low contast: slopes less than 1.10

•

Medium contrast: slopes from 1.10 to 1.70

• High contrast: slopes greater than 2.50.

For both aesthetic and technical reasons, Polaroid’s positive
materials usually have a slope greater than 1.00, negative
materials less than 1.00.

The region of the curve between points A and B is called the
linear region, where changes in image density are approximately
proportional to changes in exposure. The dark areas of the scene
(the “shadows”) are recorded near A, on the shoulder of the
curve; those that fall to the left of A will increaslingly lose tonal
separation until they are reproduced as uniform black. The bright
areas of the scene (the “highlights”) are recorded near B, on the
toe of the curve; those that fall to the right of B will increaslingly
lose tonal separation until they are reproduced as uniform white.
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For information on how slope is measured, see the film
characteristics.

The concept of exposure latitude is more significant when
exposing negative material than when exposing positive material.

4.4 Exposure range
The useful exposure range of a film is the range of scene
brightnesses which the film can record with detail in a single
exposure.
For example, Type 52 film has an exposure range of
approximately 1.65 log units, or 1:48 in exposure (5½ stops).
If the photographer determines by spot meter reading that the
range of brightnesses in his scene does not exeed 1:48 (5½
stops), then the entire range can be recorded on Type 52 film
with detail, provided that the scene is exposed accurately based
on the speed data for the film. This does not take into account
those dark shadows or bright highlights in a scene which may still
be recorded by the film without texture or visible fine detail.

To be judged “well exposed”, a negative must contain all of the
necessary detail in the shadow and highlight areas of scene, and
good tonal separation throughout the middle tones. Often,
several different camera exposures can yield a usable negative of
a given scene, depending on the scene brightness range. This
“room for error” represents the exposure latitude of the film.
Positive film for pictorial use are characterized by more limited
exposure latitude, because of their higher slope (see illustration).
And, in addition to the technical requirements given above, a
positive must be aesthetically pleasing. For these reasons,
correct exposure of positive materials is critical.

4.5 Exposure latitude
The exposure latitude of a film is the range of camera exposure
(often expressed in stops), from the least exposure to the
greatest, which will produce a “good exposure”. Looking at the
characteristic curve, exposure latitude represents the variatoins in
camera exposures which will place the brightness range of a
scene on the curve, within the exposure range of the film .
Exposure latitude is a function of both the particular film emulsion
and the scene brightness range.
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4.6 Relating exposure to the H&D curve
When the scene brightness range corresponds to the useful
exposure range of the film, there is limited exposure latitude,
and the camera exposure must be accurate to obtain textural
detail in both shadow and highlights areas. The following
examples are illustrated with Type 52 film.
(1)

This scene has a brightness range of approximately
1:48 (5½ stops), commensurate with the exposure
range of the film. It is well-exposed and shows detail in
both shadow and highlight areas.

(2) Same scene as above, overexposed. The middle tones
of the scene are recorded towards the toe of the curve,
and the highlights are recorded on the flat portion of the
toe, resulting in loss of textural detail in the highlight
areas.

(3)

Same scene as above, underexposed. The middle
tones of the scene are recorded towards the shoulder of
the curve, and the shadows are recorded on the flat
portion of the shoulder, resulting in loss of textural
detail in the shadow areas.
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When the brightness range of the scene is greater than the
exposure range of the film, the film cannot record textural detail
in both the highlight and shadow areas. The photographermust
choose which part of the curve is most important to the
photograph (or, he may lower the scene brightness range, if
possible). Illustrated with Type 52.
(4)

(5)

(6)

This scene has a brightness range higher than 1:96 (6½
stops), greater than the exposure of the film. The
photographer may choose to place his exposure in the
middle of the curve for rendition of some highlight and
shadow detail.......

or, may expose the film for shadow detail...

or, for highlight detail.
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When the brightness range of the scene is less than the
exposure range of the film, there is a certain degree of exposure
latitude, and the photographer has some choice as to where to
place his exposure on the curve, still retaining detail in both
highlight and shadow areas. Illustated with Type 52.
(7)

his scene is predominantly middle tones, and the
photographer chose to place his exposure in the middle
of the curve for accurare rendition of the scene.

(8)

In this high key scene, the photographer exposed for
detail in the highlights, which predominate, but placed
his exposure near the toe of the curve so that the
whites in the scene will be recorded as white in the final
image. There are few dark shadows to be recorded.
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(9)

In this low key scene, the photographer exposed for the
shadows, which premoditate, but placed his exposure
towards the shoulder of the curve so that blacks will be
recorded as black in the final image.

4.7 Filters
panchromatic films are sensitive to UV and record it as blue
light).

Many kinds of filters can be used to advantage with Polaroid
Land films. They fall into the general categories of colored and
neutral filters.

Neutral density filters, which look gray, reduce the amount of light
reaching the film across the spectrum and are used solely to
control exposure. The filters are discribed in terms of the
percentage of light they transmit and the exposure change they
require. Their spectral absorption is “neutral” fot the visible
portion of the spectrum only.

Colored filters allow light from only selected portions of the
spetrum to reach the film; they can be used to enhance contrast,
or to alter tonal relationships of colors in a subject or scene.
These filters are commonly described in terms of filter absortion
and transmittance curves, which indicate exatly how much of the
spectrum is absorbed by the filter over a wide range of
wavelengths (see illustration).

Exposure determination:
Although filters are somtimes placed at the source of illumination,
they usually are placed over the camera lens. Because colored
filters change both the quantity and the color quality of the
exposing light, it is usually necessarry to make an exposure
adjustment to compensate for their effect. Therfore, suppliers of
photographic filters provide an exposure multiplier, or filter factor,
for each or their products.
By multiplying the exposure time calculated for unfiltered light by
this factor, the correct exposure can be determined.
Each film data sheet provides information for six commonly used
Wratten filters. In addition to filter factors, the required exposure
adjustment is given in terms of the correction in f/stops necesarry
to maintain correct exposure.

Colored filters absorb some ultraviolet (UV) radiation; however,
there are some very pale filters which block only UV radiation.

When extending exposure time to compensate for filtration, the
photographer should be aware that reciprocity failure effects may
create the need for a further adjustment of exposure. Consult the
reciprocity table and graph on the data sheets for an indication of
when and how much additional exposure is needed.

These filters are somtimes called skylight or haze filters, and are
designed to counteract the blue-bias of panchromatic films (most
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Unfiltered still life. There is little tonal seperation among the
pears, tomato and peach.

Same scene, photographed with a #25 red Wratten filter. The red
tomato is dramatically lightened. The reddish-yellow peach is
also lightened. The green pears arte somewhat darkened.

Same scene, photographed with a #58 green filter. The green
pears are lightened in relation to the tomato and peach.
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Unfiltered outdoor scenic. Because of panchromatic film’s
comparative sensitivity to blue light and UV, blue skies often
appear lighter in a photograph than to the human eye.

To achieve better separation between the white clouds and the
blue sky, a #12 deep yellow Wratten filter was used.
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Unfiltered product set-up. The glare from the glass obscures the
clock face.
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Same scene, photographed with a polarizing filter over the lens.
The glare is almost completely eliminated.
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4.8 Controlling image values

Conversely, by processing for less time than recommended, less
silver is transferred to the positive sheet, resulting in less density
in the shadow areas. Again, the highligt areas are virtually
unaffected, and contrast is effectively decreased. This does not
hold true for the reusable negative material of the
positive/negative film types, which requires the full recommended
processing time to produce a satisfactory negative, and does not
increase in density or contrast with extended processing. Also
overextended processing must be avoided when using Type 52
film. The nature of the Type 52 negative material requires that
recommended processing times be strictly adhere to.

As explained above, when using a positive film, the photographer
should expose for best results in the critical highlight areas, and
let the shadow areas more or less fall where they may. In some
picture-taking situations it may be desirable to manipulate the
shadow areas of a picture through other means. The techniques
described briefly below alter image values by changing the
normal imaging characteristics of the film.
Pre-exposure:
In a scene that has a long brightness range and pictorially
important shadow areas, it is difficult to expose for the highlights
without sacrificing critical shadow detail. A possible solution
would be to give the film a very slight pre-exposure to a flat
surface of uniform luminance before the main exposure is made.
This will have the effect of moving the shadow areas to the right
on the characteristic curve, providing more tonal separation and
textural detail in the darker areas of the picture. The additional
exposure will have a negligible effect on the highlight areas and
they will remain virtually unchanged in the picture.
Processing deviations:
Polaroid black and white land film are designed to provide
maximum image quality and predictability under normal use
conditions: that is, processing for the recommended time at the
recommended temperature.
However, with some Polaroid black and white materials it is
possible to deviate from these normal conditions in order to
produce specific pictorial effects.
By extending the processing time, more silver is transferred to the
positive sheet. This has maximum impact on the darker areas of
a picture, where there is more silver available to be transferred,
resulting in greater density (deeper blacks) in the shadow areas.
There is minimal impact on the highlight areas; thus, contrast is
effectively increased.
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Top: scene exposed normally. The highlights are well-exposed
but a significant amount of shadow detail is missing.

Middle: more exposure has been given to gain shadow detail,
but some highlight detail is lost.

Bottom: the film was first pre-exposed to a gray card, then a
normal exposure of the scene was made. Shadow detail gained
without sacrificing the highlights.
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4.9 Speed / color temperature variation

4.10 Reciprocity effects

The spectral energy of an explosing source is discribed by its
color temperature in degrees Kelvin (°K). The color temperature
(°K) of a continuous light scoure is the temperature (°C+ 273) to
which an “ideal black body radiator” would have to be heated to
emit about the same spectral energy as that light source emits.
Color temperature can be measured by a “color temperature
meter”. See the chart below for the color temperature of common
light source.

Film speeds are calculated for moderate exposure times (in the
case of Polaroid Land Films, 1/125 sec.). If very long or very
short exposures are required, film speed may change due to
reciprocity failure effects.
The reciprocity law states that as long as the exposure (light
intensity X time) remains constant, the responce of the emulsion
(a specific image density following standard processing) remains
constant. If the intensity of the exposing light is doubled and the
exposing time halved, image density should remain the same.
But actually, the reciprocity law applies only under circumstances
of moderate light intensity and moderate exposure times. When
very low intensities of light ar used over a very long exposure
time, the exposure calculated may be insufficient to produce the
calculated density. Similarly, when very short exposure are made
with high intensity illumination (such as an automatic electronic
flash unit), calculated exposure may prove to be insufficient.
A table is provided on the film data sheets to indicate the
exposure increase that is required to compesate for the effect of
reciprocity failure. In addition, a reciprocity curve is shown. The
diagonal lines represent exposure time (t), the horizontal axis
represents intensity (I), and the vertical axis represents the total
exposure (I x t).

Light source with lower color temperatures emit more energy
from the longer wavelength end of the visible spectrum, and are
thus redder. Light sources with higher color temperatures emit
mor energy from the shorter wavekenght end are bluer. As
discussed in 3.1 spectral sentivity, emulsion responce varies in
relation to the spectral energy of the exposing light; this can have
practical consequences under certain circumstances, as
described below.

From left to right, intensity increase and exposure time
decreases. Therefore, low intensity (long exposure duration)
reciprocity failure is illustrated by the upward curve of the graph
at the left. The flatter the curve, the less is that particular
emulsion affected by reciprocity failure. (If there were no
reciprocity failure, the line would be horizontal.)

Polaroid black and white film speeds are based on exposure to
average daylight, which has a color temperature of 5500°K will
cause changes in the speed of the film, generally as follows:

•

color temperatures higher than 5500°K tend to increase film
speed

•

color temperatures lower than 5500 °K tend to decrease film
speed.

Each data sheet includes a chart which indicates speed variation
in f/stops with variation in color temperature from 5500°K.
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5 Printing & Processing

In other words, the blue light intensity decrease
when a lot of yellow dye is present, and increase
when less Y dye is present.
For this reason, the exposure time for blue varies
according to the amount of yellow dye present in
each of the negative images.
The green light exposure changes according to the
amount of magenta dye present and the red light
exposure changes according to the amount of cyan
dye present.

5.0 What is color printing

A color printer is a device that incorporates a
photometer and a microprocessor to decide the
amount of color light needed to match the negative
image of the film. The color printer also employs
other subsystems such as a light source, lens, and
shutter. Built-in color filters operate based on the
information received from the other subsystems in
the printer.
Generally, when we take pictures with a single-lens
reflex camera, we change the aperture and shutter
speed to conform to the brightness level of the
subject before shooting. This controls the amount
of light reaching the film’s with respect to the film’s
sensitivity. There is a relationship between the film
sensitivity and the amount of light reflected from the
subject for any kind of negative image, and the
amount of light falling on the paper must be
principally the same.
Exposure = Light intensity x Time ...constant (a)

Since the brightness of the light source is constant
in printing, the light intensity becomes lower when
the negative images are dense, and higher when
the negative images are light.
Therefore, the exposure must be kept constant by
controlling the duration that light is allowed to fall on
the negative image. In color printing, it is not only
necessary to properly adjust the density of each
color, but also necessary to reproduce the balance
of three colors (yellow, magenta, and cyan). This is
known as the color balance.
Therefore, the formula (a) can be divided into the
following three formulae.
Blue light exposure =
Blue light intensity x Exposure time
Green light exposure =
Green light intensity x Exposure time
Red light exposure =
Red light intensity x Exposure time (b)
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There is a microprocessor built into the printer. This
microprocessor sets up the printing reference
judgement which determines the various printing
conditions.

5.1 Mechanism of an automatic color printer

Although color negatives may be correctly exposed
and processed, their color density can differ
dramatically depending on the initial photographic
conditions. Automatic color printers automatically
determine the correct printing conditions for a
negative.

The premise behind the printing reference control is
called Large Area Transmittance Density Control
(LATD control). The large area is defined as the
whole-area of the negative image (one whole
frame). A printer cannot judge which portion of the
object (negative) is the most important (main
subject). Therefore, an algorithm is generated
based on the average population of customer
negatives.

This determination is made instantaneously and
yields high quality prints. The color printer consists
mainly of the following components:

• Light source

To futher explain:

• Color filters (Cut-filters)

1. The areas of a normal color negative which
have been exposed correctly will be averaged
to gray or almost gray at a certain density
provided that there is a mixture of all colors
within one whole frame.

• Negative film carrier
• Lens
• Shutter

2. If the image on the paper becomes gray when
correctly processed, the color of light falling on
the paper is regarded as the most appropriate,
common to all color negative images. In order
to satisfy this condition, the amount of blue,
green, and red light is kept constant based on
the formulae (b).

• Paper feeder
• Operation panel

In other words, it is necessary to adjust the
exposure time of blue, green, and red light by
measuring the light intensity and color which pass
through the negative. This is accomplished when
actually making prints.
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The pictures below illustrate this principle.
They display the kind of information that is obtained
from the whole picture. How will the automatic
exposure control be done?
To determine the printing conditions based on
LATD information, the following process is carried
out. Most color negative images are made up of
many colors each with varying degrees of density
within the image plane.
For a negative image which is balanced in color
and density throughout the image area, it is
necessary to correctly adjust the exposure time of
each component of light as mentioned before.
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However, even when a color negative is shot
“light-colored” or “dense-colored” as a whole due to
under-exposure or over-exposure by camera.

produced with the automatic exposure
control by applying the normal reference print
sometimes may be required depending on the
contents of the photograph.)
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The microprocessor immediately converts this
reading into a signal which actuates the dark
shutter to expose the paper with the appropriate
amounts of blue, green, and red light. (Note: The
color light becomes white when the three primary
colors are equally mixed.) The mechanism for
making the exposure works in the following
manner. The dark shutter opens.

5.2 How to make a color light exposure

As descibed before, the light falling on the paper is
composed of blue, green, and red light. It will be
necessary to control each of the colors of light.
To do this, the automatic printer adopts a “white
light subtractive system”. The configuration of the
exposure system is shown in the figure below.

Two out of the three yellow, magenta, or cyan cutfilter are succesively put into the light path, between
the light source and the paper, to correctly filter
each component of light. As soon as the final cut
filter is employed the dark shutter cloces to finish
the exposure.

After the negative film is loaded in the film carrier of
the printer, a print key is pressed that trigger a light
measuring sensor that measures the amount of
yellow, magenta, and cyan dyes transmitted
through the whole negative plane.

For example, the following figure shows the process
of exposure where blue light is 0.5 seconds, green
light 1.0 second, and red light 1.5 seconds.

The yellow filter enters the light path to subtract the
blue light, 0.5 seconds after the beginning of the
exposure. One second after the start, the magenta
filter is put in to subtract green light, leaving only the
red component. Finally, the cyan is put in 1.5
seconds after the initial start of exposure. The
shutter is finally closed to end the exposure
process.
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5.3 Color negative film and paper

The process that forms color photographs from
exposed film is described as follows:
A subject is photographed with a camera. This
image is recorded on color negative film.
The exposed color negative film is processed to
generate a color and brightness levels of the
orginal subject are reversed.
The negative image is printed on to color paper,
then the color paper is processed to yield the final
print.
Relationship between the subject and the color
negative film.

The color negative film records the subject in terms
of its primary color components: Blue (B), Green
(G), and Red (R). These components form the
appropriate Yellow (Y), Magenta (M), and Cyan (C)
dyes on the film, which in turn form a respective set
of dyes on the paper.
The relationship between the structure of the color
negative film and the final reproduction of the
subject is shown in the figures.
The relationship between color negative images
and color paper.

The paper development is similar to the negative
film process in that both reverse their subjects.
For example, the film reverses the orginal subject
to create a negative image. This negative is
reversed by the paper to yield a color positive print.
Color paper consists of three layers very much like
layers in color negative film. However, the order of
these layers is different.
The relationship between the structure of color
paper as it relates to the color reproduction of the
negative image is shown in the figures.
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Minute development sites are formed at the
exposed silver halides.

5.4 Photosensitization and dye formation

How is color negative film and paper used to
produce color images?

When the exposed color negative film is placed into
the developer, the exposed silver halides will grow
into silver grains around the development sites.

Color negative film is made up of photosensitive
color emulsion layers.

At the same time, color couplers react with the
oxidized developer to form color dyes around the
silver grains.

The emulsion layers contain photosensitive silver
halides and couplers that form color dyes during the
color development process.
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Other unwanted components are removed.
Couplers which were not activated during
development are

5.5 Processing procedure

Processing color negative film and color paper
require the same basic process.

converted to more stable substances in order to
insure image stability.

The following sequence describe this basic
process:
Specified conditions for temperature and time must
be strictly observed.

Exposure

Color development

Exposed silver halides are converted to insoluble
metalic silver grains, while couplers simultaneously
form dyes around these silver grains.
Bleaching

The insoluble metalic silver is reconverted to
soluble silver halides.
Fixing

The unexposed silver halides along with the
reconverted silver halides formed during bleaching
are removed from the film or paper thereby leaving
only dyes on the film or paper.

Super Stabilizing

Leftover processing solution components in the
emulsion are converted to harmless and inert
substances.
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5.6 The mechanism of processing
Color Development
Color Development

1. Color dyes are formed in the exposed layers of
color negative film or paper by the process of
color development. When the exposed film or
paper is placed into the developer, the color
developing agent first react on the development
center of the silver halides.

Color Developer

The color developer contains the following
chemicals:
1. Color developing agent

2. The silver ions dissolved in the developer
solution are attracted to the development
centers, where they eventually grow into larger
grains of silver.

This chemical is a type of reducing agent. The
color developing agent reduced exposed silver
halides to metallic silver grains, which are then
oxidized. Couplers react to the oxidation
product to form dyes.

3. During development, oxidation by-products of
the developing agent formed by reaction No.1
are present around the developer silver grains.

2. Accelerator (Alkaline agent)
4. The couplers located near the grains react with
the oxidation by-products to form color dyes.

Since the color developing agent requires an
alkaline solution to work, an alkaline agent is
used in the color developer.
3. Preservative (Antioxidant)
The color developing agent has a strong affinity
to oxygen.
Therefore, in order to prevent the developing
agent from losing its reducing power, a
preservative is used to offset the developing
agents affinity to oxygen.
4. Antifoggant

During development, the developing agent
convert some of the unexposed silver halides to
metallic silver. This undesirable phenomenon is
called “chemical fog”. The antifoggant is an
agent used to decrease this chemical fog.
In addition to the chemicals mentioned above, the
color developer also contains other chemicals that
have specific functions.
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Bleaching

The bleaching solution contains an oxidizing
bleaching agent that acts on the silver grains
formed during development. Iron chelate is the
compound used as the primary bleaching agent.
The iron chelate compound oxidizes the developed
silver grains present in the center of the color dyes
to convert them to silver ions.
Halogen ions present in the solution react to these
silver ions to form soluble silver halides.
The bleaching solution not only converts the
developed silver grains into silver halides, but also
convert the colloidal silver, used in the yellow filter
and anti halation layers, to silver halides.
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Fixing

The converted silver halides formed during the
bleaching step must be removed from the color film
or paper into order to leave only color dyes.
Therefore, after the film or print is fixed, it may be
exposed to light.
Ammonium thiosulfate is used as the primary fixing
agent to dissolve the silver halides. Other agent
are also added to the fixer to accelerate or stabilize
solution capability
Typically, for paper processing, the bleach and fixer
solutions are mixed together in order to shorten the
total processing time.

Super Stabilizer

During film processing, various chemical agents
are soaked into the emulsion. The super stabilizer
enables the removal of these unwanted agent
without the use of large quantities of wash water.
Futhermore, the stabilizer stabilizes color images to
maintain their orginal color for a long period of time.
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5.7 Standard processing

To achieve the best possible results from Konica
color negative film and paper, the specified
conditions for proper development must be
carefully observed. This is known as the standard
process.
The standard process for Konica color negative film
is called “Process CNK-4C”.
This process is compatible with all process
C-41 type films.
The standard process for Konica color paper is
called “Process CPK-20QA” or “Process CPK18CQ”
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Glossary

Backlighting Artificial or natural
lighting coming toward the camera
from behind the subject.
Bellows Concertina-type folding fabric
tube that fits between lens and SLR
camera body. Allows continuous
forward extension of the lens when
focusing very close subjects.

Ambient light See Available light.
Angle of view The amount of subject
include in the picture. Expressed as
the angle made between lines drawn
of the camera from the two extremities
(opposite corners) of picture contents.
Alters with change of focal lenght.
Wide-angle lenses have a wider angle
of view than telephoto lenses.
Aperture Circular hole in front of or
wihtin a lens that restricts the amount
of light passing through the lens to the
photographic material. On the majority
of lenses the size of the aperture can
be varied, and controlled by an iris
diaphragm. This can be to a series of
“stops” calibrated in f numbers by
rotating an external ring.
Aperture preview Looking at the
image wiht the aperture stopped down
to the setting you intend to use when
taking the picture. Allows visual
assessment of depth field.
Aperture-priority camera
Semi-automatic camera exposure
system in which the user selects the
aperture and the camera meter then
automatically sets the shutter speed.
ASA American Standards
Association. Denotes a speed system
with which manufactures may “rate”
their film in terms of its sensitivity to
light. Now superseded by ISO.
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Braceting The technique of shooting
a number of pictures of the subject
and viewpoint at different exposure
levels in order to obtain the most
accurate result.

Complementary color The hue most
opposite to a given color. For blue,
green, and red light complementaries
are yellow, magenta, and cyan,
respectively.
Contact print Negative sized
photograph made by exposing the
printing paper in direct contact with the
negative.
Continuous-tone image Pictures
that have a continuous range of
graduated tones.

B setting Mark on shutter setting ring
indicating that the shutter will stay
open while the release remains
depressed.

Contrast The range of tones in a
photograph and their graduation.
Extremely bright highlight and dark
shadows with few intermediate tones
give high contrast. Opposite features
produce low contrast.

Cable release Flexible cable used for
firing the shutter. Particulary useful for
slow shutter speed and time
exposures, when touching the camera
may cause shake.

Correction filter Filter used in front
of the camera lens to correct
differences between the color
temperature of the subject lighting and
the color balance of the film.

Cassette Cylindrical metal or plastic
film spool container. A light trap allows
handling and film treading in the
camera in daylight.

Cropping Removing unwanted areas
of an image by trimming a print or
masking a slide.

Cast overall bias toward one color in a
collor photograpraph.
CC filters Pale color conversion
filters, used in various hues and
degrees of saturation for correcting or
inducing color casts when shooting.
Color balance Adjustment in color
photographic processes ensuring the
accuracy of subject color rendering
under lighting of a particular color
temperature.
Color temperature Convenient way
of expressing the color content of a
white light source. Typically, sunlight
is 5,400K. Redder household lamps
are about 2,800K.
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Cyan Blue-green subtractive color,
complementary to red.
Dedicated flash Flashgun designed
for use with specific camera or group
of cameras. It links directly into the
internal camera circuitry. For example
reprogramming the shutter, using the
TTL meter, receiving ASA data.
Delayed action Operation of the
shutter some time after the release is
depressed. Most shutters have a
delayed action timer built in.
Density The darkness of a
photographic image. A “dense” image
is excessively dark. A “thin” image is
too pale.
Photography-Imaging fundamentals

Depth of field The distance between
the nearest and furthes point from the
camera within which subject details
record with acceptable sharpness at
any one focus and aperture setting.
Development Key stage in
processing, by which the expossed
part of the image become different in
appearance to unexpossed parts.
Diaphragm See Aperture
Diffuser Any substance that can
cause light to diffuse and scatter.
DIN Deutsche Industrie Norm. The
German system of rating film
sensitivity to light.
Diopter Unit sometimes used to
denote the light-bending power of a
close-up lens. The diopter value is the
number of times its focal lenght will
divide into one meter.
Directional lighting Illumination that
creates a shadowed area one side of
the
subject and lit surfaces on the other,
as seen by the camera.
Direct vision viewfinder Sighting
device with which the subject is
viewed directly, without the aid of a
prism or mirror.
Distance symbols Symbols used on
the focusing control of simple
cameras.
Downrating Exposing a film at a
reduced ASA rating. This is usually
followed by held-back processing.
Dry mounting Method of attaching
prints to flat surfaces by heating a
shellac layer, under pressure, between
the print and the mount.
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DX-code System using electrical
contacts in the camera’s film chamber
to sense checkerboard pattern printed
on film cassette. Automatically sets
camera for film speed and lenght.
Electronic flash Equipment that
produce a brief pulse of light by
electrical discharge through a flash
tube.
Emulsion The light-sensitive layers
(basically silver halides in gelatin)
forming the pale side of the film. After
processing, the emulsion carries a
permanent, visible image.
Enprint Small enlarged print, with
dimensions of a fixed ratio, produced
commercially in an automatic printer.
Ever-ready case Camera case that
need not be completely removed to
operate the camera controls.
Expiry date Numbers printed on most
film boxes indicating
the data before which the material
should be processed if it is to maintain
its stated speed, contrast, and (if
color) color balance.

Existing light See availble light.
Exposure The product of the intensity
of light that reaches the film
(controlled by the lens aperture) and
the lenght of time this insensity of light
is allowed to act (controlled by the
shutter speed).
Exposure latitude The amount by
which you can under-or overexpose
film and still produce an acceptable
result.
Exposure meter Instrument for
measuring the amount of light falling
on or being reflected by a subject.
Generally taken to mean hand meter.
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Extension tube (or ring) Metal tube
that fits between the lens and the
camera body to extend the range of
focusing for close-up photography.
Fast film Film which has an emulsion
that very sensitive to light. Such films
have high ASA rating.
Fast lens lens with wide maximum
aperture (low f number).
Fill-in light Light used to illuminate
the subject’s shadow side.
Film Photographic material consisting
of a thin, transparent plastic base
coated with light-sensivite emulsion.
After exposure and processing film is
left carrying a visible image in black
silver or dye.
Film speed The sensivity of a film to
light, expressed as a speed rating
number such as ASA, DIN, or ISO.
Film winder Term generally used for
a simplified motor drive. Gives
automatic wind-on after single
exposure. Many also allow continuous
rate firing of 2 fps.
Filter Transparent material, such as
glass, acetate, or gelatin, which
modifies light passing through it.
Filter factor Amount by which
unfiltered exposure must be multiplied
to give the same exposure effect when
the filter is used. Taken into account
automatically by most TTL meters
reading light through the filter.
Fisheye lens Extreme wide-angle
lens uncorrected for linear distortion.
Fixed focus Camera lens offering no
method of focus setting adjustment.
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Flare Scattered light, often due to
reflections within the lens, lens hood,
or camera interior. Sometimes used to
describe glare from illumination
reflected from shiny backgrounds.
Gives reduced contrast and degraded
shadow areas.
Flash See Electronic flash.
Flash synchronization
Aregement by which the flash fires
when the camera shutter is completely
open.
Flat lighting Low contrast. Can also
mean frontal, flat-on lighting.
F numbers Number sequence on the
lens barrel which is equivalent to the
focal lenght divided by effective
diameter of the aperture.
Focal lenght Basically the distance
between the lens and the film, when
focussed for a subject at infinity.
Focal plane shutter Shutter
consisting of blinds or blades
positioned just in front of the film
surface.
Focus The point at which light rays
passing through a lens converge to
form a clear and sharply defined
image.
Focusing scale Scale of subject
distances marked on a lens focusing
ring.
Focusing screen Plastic or glass
screen built into SLR cameras at the
same distance from the lens as the
film. Allows both viewfinding and
focusing.

Fogging Allowing sensitive film to
receive generalized, non-imageforming light. Has a darkening effect
on negatives, gives a pale, washedout result on slides.
Can also be caused chemically.
Format Size or shape of negative,
slide, printing paper, or camera
viewing area.
Fresnel Moulded plastic sheet used
beneath many focusing screens to
improve evenness of illumination.
Consist of a series of concentric rings,
shaped to direct light toward the
viewfinder eyepiece.
Gelatin filters Filters consisting of
thin, dyed gelatin sheet.
Graininess Irregular clumps of dye
molecules or black metalic silver
making up the developed image.
Graininess limits the image detail
recording ability of the film.
Guide number (GN) Number given
by multiplying the flash-to-subject
distance by the f number needed to
give correct exposure. Often quored
when comparing the light output of
different flashguns, and unless
otherwise stated related to the use of
ASA 100 film.
Hard lighting Harsh contrast. Applies
to a photograph with an extreme range
of tones or color, perhaps the result of
contrastly lighting.
Hide Barrier, hut, or tent used by
natural history photographer to
conceal themselves.
High key Photograph in which light or
pale tones predominate, rather than
dark, deeper tones associated with
low-key.
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Highlights The brightest areas of the
subject.
Holding back Shortening the
developing time given to a film to help
compensate for over-exposure, or
reduce image contrast. Also known as
“pulling”.
Hot shoe Fitting on top of a camera
body to hold a flash-gun. It contains
electrical connections which
automatically make contact between
flahgun and shutter synchronization
circuit when the shutter release is
fired, operating the flash.
Hue The name of a color (for
example, red, blue, yellow).
Infinity Focusing setting
at which the lens gives a sharp image
of very distant object, such as the far
horizon.
Infrared Band of wavelengths beyond
the red end of the spectrum. They are
invisible to the human eye, but can be
recorded on specially sensitized film.
Inverse square law The intensity of
light reaching a surface is quartered
each time the distance from a light
source is doubled. Does not apply to
light sources that are diffused in any
way or focused into a beam.
ISO International Standard
Organization. Current speed system
(embracing ASA and
DIN) used to express relative light
sensivity of films.
Key light The principle for a dominant
light source illuminating the subject.
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Latitude (of exposure) The degree
of underexposure and overexposure
that a photographic emulsion will
tolerate with acceptable results.
Leaf shutter Shutter placed within a
compount lens, usually close to the iris
diaphragm.
Lens Optical device made of glass or
plastic capable of bending light.
Line film High-contrast film that
simplifies the final image to two tones
only, black anf white, for example.
Long-focus lens General term for a
35 mm camera lens having a focal
lenght longer than 50 mm. See also
Telephoto lens.
Low key Photograph in which heavy,
dark tones predominate, with few
highlights. Also applies to lighting that
produces such results.
Macro lens A lens - tipically 50 or
100 mm - designed to give best image
resolution at close subject distances.
The lens barrel allows extended
focusing movement.
Macrophotography Extreme closeup photography in which images larger
than the original subject are recorded
without the use of a microscope.
Magenta Purple-red subtractive color,
complementary to green.

Mirror lens Telephoto lens using
mirrors in its construcion to allow an
extremely long focal lenght to be
accommodated within a short barrel.
The aperture is usually fixed. Such
lenses are also known as reflex or
catadioptric types.

Opaque A material or substance that
prevents all light from passing through
it.

Mode The programmed operating
function of automatic SLR cameras,
for example aperturepriority mode or
shutterpriority mode.

Opening up Increasing the size of
the lens aperture to
admit more light to the lightsensitive
film surface.

Monochrome Single colored. Most
frequently applied to black and white
photographs.

Overdevelopment See Push
processing.

Motor drive Power-driven film windon allowing single or continuous firing
at a choice of rates, typically up to 5
fps. Usually an accessory attached to
the camera base.
Multimode camera See Mode.
Negative Developed photographic
image with subject highlights dark and
shadows light. With color materials,
each subject color is represented by
its complementary hue.
Neutral density filter A gray filter
used to reduce the amount of light
entering the camera when apenture
and speed settings cannot be altered.
This filter will not affect the color
content of the light.

Magnification Ratio of the height of
the image to the height of the subject.
When subject and image are the same
size magnification is said to be x 1.

Normal lens Lens with a focal lenght
approximately equal to the diagonal of
the picture format. On 35 mm cameras
this is usually 50 mm (SLRs), and 40
mm or 35 mm (compacts). Also known
as a standard or prime lens.

Matte 1 Cardboard surround for a
picture when framed 2. Term used to
describe a non-reflective, non-textured
surface.

Object Generalized term for an
element in a scene. Often
interchangeable with subject.
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Open flash Technique of firing flash
while the shutter remains open on its
B setting.

Overexposure The result of giving a
light-sensitive material excessive
exposure, either by exposing it to too
bright an image or by allowing light to
act upon it for too long.
Panning Swinging the camera
horizontally in a smooth arc to follow a
moving subject. If the shutter is
released during panning the subject
records sharply against blurred image
of static surroundings.
Parallax error Viewpoint difference
between the image seen in the
viewfinder and the image recorded by
the lens. Does not occur with SLR
cameras.
Pentaprism Five-sided silvered prism
in SLR cameras, used to give an
upright left-to-right view of the image
on the focussing screen.
Perspective The use of converging
lines, differences in scale, or changes
of tone with distance, to give an
impression of depth in pictures.
Polarized light Rays of light that
have been restricted to vibrate in one
plane only.
Polarizing filter Colorless filter able
to absorb polarized light.
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Positive Photographic image in which
light and dark areas correspond to the
highlights and shadows of the orginal
subject, In a color image, colors are
represented truly.

Scale The linear relationship between
the size of the subject and the size of
its image, or between the size of the
negative and the size of the
enlargement.

Preview button See Aperture
preview.

Sharpness Term describing image
clarity-the combination of accuracy of
focus, freedom from movement blur,
and contrast.

Primary colors In light, the three
primary colors of the spectrum are
blue, green, and red. Each contains
about one-third of the visible
spectrum.
Print An image (normally positive)
that has been produced by the action
of light (usually passed through a
negative or slide) on paper or similar
material coated with a light-sensitive
emulsion.
Processing General term used to
describe the sequence of steps
whereby a latent image is converted
into a visible, permanent image.
Pulling See Holding back.
Push processing Extending
development, used in conjuction with
uprating the ASA speed of the film
when exposing. Used to increase
speed and contrast.
Reciprocity failure The increasing
loss of sensitivity of photographic
emulsion when exposures are
extremly brief or long.
Red eye Effect where the pupils of a
subject’s eyes appear red in color
photographs taken with certain flash
illumination set-ups.
Reflector Any surface from which
light can be reflected. In particular
white cardboard or similar material,
used to reflect light from a main
source into shadow areas.
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Shutter Mechanical system used to
control the time that light is allowed to
act on a sensitive emulsion.
Shutter-priority cameras
Semi-automatic exposure
system whereby the user selects the
shutter speed, and the camera meter
then sets the lens aperture.
Shutter speed The time (normally set
in fractions of a second) the shutter
machanism effectively allows the film
to receive light.
Single lens reflex (SLR)
Camera that allows the user to see the
exact image formed by the picturetaking lens, by means of a hinged
mirror between the lens and film.
Skylight filter Pale pink color
correcting filter. Used to eliminate blue
color cast when photographing in dull
weather or where light is solely from
blue sky.
Slave unit Small electronic relay
system that fires one elctronic flash in
responce to light from another. Both
flashes are effectively simultaneous.
Slide A positive transparency
intended for viewing by projection.
Slow film Film having an emulsion
with low sensivity to light.
Soft focus Purposely diffused image,
often a mixture of sharp and unsharp
detail.
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Spectrum That part of the electromagnetic spectrum showing the visible
colors of red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, indigo, and violet, according to
wavelenght. Mixed together tey
appear as white light.
Speed See film speed and Shutter
speed.
Split image focusing Focusing
system where an area of the subject
appears bisected to the viewfinder.
The two halves of the bisected image
come into alignment when the correct
focus is set.
Spotlight Artificial light source that
uses a simple focusing system to
produce a beam of light of controllable
width.
Spot meter Norrow-angle exposure
meter used to take accurate light
readings from any small area of
subject. Can be used from some
distance away.
Standard lens See Normal lens.
Stop See Aperture.
Stopping down Reducing the size of
the aperture, by selecting a higher f
number, for example.
Strobe General term sometimes used
to describe electronis flash equipment
generally.
Strobe light Stroboscopic light
produced by a special lamp or tube
flashing repeatedly at a chosen time
frequency.
Subject The person or thing
photographed. Often refers to specific,
animate things (as opposed to
generalized inanimate things referred
to as objects).
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Telephoto lens Long-focus lens
optically designed to be used at less
than its focal lenght from the filmsaving lenght and bulk. (Most longfocus lenses are now of telephoto
design and the two terms are used
interchangeably.) Forms an enlarged
image of distant subject, has a narrow
angle of view, and gives shallow depht
of field.
Time exposure General term for an
exposure longer than can be set using
the camera’s fixed shutter speeds.
Tone On a print, slide, or negative, an
area that has a uniform density and
which can be distinguished from
darker or lighter parts.
Translucent Transmits and also
scatters light.
Transparency A positive image of
any size produced on tranparent film.
Transparent Transmits light directly,
as with clear glass.
TTL (trough the lens)
Metering system in which
lightsensitive cells within the camera
body measure exposure from imageforming light that has passed through
the lens.

Underexposure The results of
insufficient exposure-either by
exposing it to too dim an image, or
giving too short a time.
Uprating Exposing a film at an
inflated ASA rating. This is usually
followed by push processing.
Viewfinder System for viewing the
subject, showing the field of view of
the camera lens.
Wide-angle lens 35 mm camera lens
having a focal lenght appreciably
shorter than 50 mm. Gives a wide
angle of view and considerable depht
of field.
X socket Electrical contacts or socket
on the camera, marked X. Denotes
the connection for an electronic
flashgun.
Zoom lens Lens that is contructed to
allow continuously variable focal
lenght within a specific range.

Tungsten filament lamp Artificial
light source using a tungsten filament
heated by the passage of electricity,
and contained within a glass
envelope.
Ultraviolet (UV) Band of wavelenghts
shorter than the blue end of the
spectrum. All films are sensitive to
some ultrviole radiation.
Underdevelopment See Holding
back.
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